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Innovative products to support small scale,

locally adaptable, clean energy solutions

How working with Challenges Worldwide has

helped two ambitious businesses, Edinburgh-

based CREATIVenergie and Dundee-based

Solariskit, explore and overcome cultural and

commercial opportunities in east Africa.
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Both Edinburgh-based CREATIVenergie and Dundee’s Solariskit have

developed innovative products from their university sites in Dundee

and Edinburgh which can be adapted or used in emerging countries

to support small scale, locally adaptable, clean energy solutions.

Supported by Challenges Group’s  international know-how and on-

the-ground expertise, both of these ambitious businesses are in the

process of exploring commercial opportunities in east Africa.

Clean and green, these days the whole world is looking to an
environmentally secure future, and two big thinking clean
energy Scottish social enterprises hope to extend their
innovative tech to overseas markets.
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                have developed and

manufactured an award-winning, flat

packed solar water heating kit using

patented clean water heating

technology. ISEO are guiding

Solariskit’s considerable international

trade potential with the support and

local knowledge of their team in 

Rwanda. 10 pilot sites have been identified across the country to test

Solarskit units locally, but even before this stage was reached, many

practical and cultural challenges had to be overcome. 

Solariskit’s original international ambitions required rethinking for

Rwanda. That included developing an understanding of how trade

works locally. It’s not just a case of manufacture, ship and sell, local

advice is that Rwandans need to see that something actually works

before any commitment for buy-in is possible, hence the 10 site test

scheme.

There were other more fundamental challenges - Solariskit units are

designed for flat roofs but most existing property in Rwanda features

pitched roofs, so the company’s business strategy required a rethink

to target new build, flat-roofed residential developments, and

hotels. 

The back-to-the-drawing-board process can be laborious, but with

Challenge Group’s support to think long term, Solariskit have

recognised the commercial potential with hotels. After all, Rwanda is

a destination of choice, but tourists demand hot water, and hot

water can come via Dundee-designed technology. 
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From their R&D site in Dundee,

Solariskit



The 10 site pilot scheme will provide Solariskit with further valuable

insight to the Rwandan market, and they hope that the Rwandans

will see the potential offered by their Scottish-designed clean,

green energy tech.

end designs sit behind clean energy technology. They have

developed a tracker which monitors a biogas processing unit’s

performance and are also exploring the potential for small clean

energy units for use in the emerging world. This Edinburgh social

enterprise really know their cutting edge technological stuff. 

What ISEO/CG contribute to the tech wizardry of CREATIVenergie is

international expertise and local knowledge, and between them they

have developed test projects in Tanzania, Uganda and Rwanda. How

exciting for an Edinburgh-based energy tech company.

However, for companies like CREATIVenergie, companies populated

with big-brained people, the overseas trade process can mean

having to hear that a big idea just won’t work on the ground in one

of their African partner countries. Or that notions of rapid growth
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Heriot Watt-based R&D social

enterprise CREATIVenergie

have developed clean energy

technology which supports solar

distribution and more recently,

biogas.

 

CREATIVenergie’s innovative back



and big turnover increases are just not realistic given local

economics or ways of working. 

ISEO’s role is to encourage a refocusing of priorities towards

demand-driven developments. From CREATIVenergie’s Edinburgh HQ

it might seem sensible to promote biogas or solar water heating

technology for an entire population, but when most Rwandans don’t

even have a shower, those ambitions have to be carefully

reconsidered. 

That said, there’s so much potential for long term success across the

emerging world for companies like CREATIVenergie and Solariskit.

There are so many benefits to be had from these truly collaborative

international partnerships, people working together across

continents to share their knowledge and their socially innovative

ideas to find clean energy solutions for millions of people.


